SIMULATION OF UPFC AND DPFC FACTS DEVICES FOR OSCILLATION DAMPING IN THE POWER SYSTEM
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Abstract: The electricity is considered as the backbone for industrial revolution. Today the demand and consumption of electrical energy has increased steadily. To meet this increasing demand very complex interconnected power systems are built. These complex networks are subjected to power oscillations. This paper presents a concept of a distributed power flow controller (DPFC) and Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) for damping oscillation in Power System. The DPFC is derived from the unified power flow controller (UPFC). The DPFC can be seen as a UPFC with an eliminated common DC link. The cost of the DPFC is also much lower than the UPFC because no high-voltage isolation is required at the series converter part and the rating of the components is low. This paper proposes a new control scheme to improve the stability of a system by optimal design of distributed power flow controller (DPFC) based stabilizer. The purpose of the work is to design an oscillation damping controller for DPFC to damp low frequency electromechanical oscillations. The shunt and series converters in the DPFC can exchange active power at the third-harmonic frequency, and the series converters are able to inject controllable active and reactive power at the fundamental frequency. The proposed system is simulated by using MATLAB/SIMULINK.

1. INTRODUCTION

There is a high demand for power flow control in power systems of the future, and combined FACTS devices are the most suitable devices. To get a new power flow controlling device that has combined performances of FACTS devices, acceptable cost of electric utilities and reliability of power systems. DPFC is a connected FACTS device, which has taken a UPFC at its beginning phase. The DPFC has control capability as same as that of UPFC, independent adjustment of the line impedance, the transmission angle, and the bus voltage. The DPFC eliminates the common DC link that is used to plug in the shunt and series converter back-to-back within the UPFC. By employing the DFACTS concept as the series converter of the DPFC, the cost is greatly reduced due to the small rating of the components in the series converters. Equally well, the reliability of the DPFC is improved because of the redundancy offered by the multiple series converters. In a power scheme, there is a great desire for a fast and reliable control of the power flow controller because of the growing requirement of energy, the aging of network flow and distributed generations. UPFC is the most powerful device within the FACTS family. It can simultaneously check all the parameters of the system: the line resistance, the transmission angle, and the bus voltage magnitude. The Distributed Power Flow Controller (DPFC) recently represented in [3], is a new device within the family of FACTS devices. The DPFC provides a higher reliability than conventional FACTS devices at a lower cost. It is inferred from the UPFC and has the same capability to correct all the parameters of the power system [4] simultaneously. The common DC link between the shunt and series converters is eliminated in DPFC concept, which offers flexibility for independent assignment of series and shunt converter. The DPFC uses the transmission line to exchange active power between converters at the 3rd harmonic frequency [4]. Likewise, series converter distribution reduces cost because no high voltage isolation and high power rating components are required at the series part. By using the two approaches eliminating the common DC link and passing around the series converter, the UPFC is further developed into a new combined FACTS device. Fig.1 shows the Distributed Power Flow Controller (DPFC). This paper introduces a concept of distributed power flow controller (DPFC) that is derived from the UPFC. The same as the UPFC, the DPFC can control all system parameters. The DPFC eliminates the common DC link between the shunt and series converters. The series converter of the DPFC works the distributed FACTS (D-FACTS) concept. Equating with the UPFC, the DPFC have two major benefits:-

- low cost because of the low-voltage isolation and the low component rating of the series converter
- High reliability because of the redundancy of the series converters.

This paper begins with presenting the principle of the DPFC, followed by its steady-state analysis.

![Fig.1: Schematic representation from UPFC to DPFC](image-url)
II. UPFC WORKING
Unified power flow controller (UPFC) is a series shunt FACTS device. It consists of a combination of SSSC in series and STATCOM in shunt with the transmission line. These two voltage source converters are connected by a common d.c. link capacitor. Fig.3.1 shows the schematic diagram of UPFC. The series part injects the voltage of controllable magnitude in the transmission line to control the real and reactive power of the power system. The shunt part is used to maintain the voltage across the d.c. link capacitor and the bus voltage where it is connected by injecting the current of controllable magnitude in the system. Each voltage source converter can control the magnitude and phase angle of the output voltages of series and shunt converters by controlling the amplitude of modulation index ($M_b, M_e$) and phase-angle ($\delta_b, \delta_e$) of series and shunt respectively.

III. CONTROL CONCEPT OF UPFC
The classical connection of UPFC with transmission line shown on the figure-2. The UPFC uses a two back-to-back VSCs, operated from a common dc link. The converter 2 injects the controllable voltage both magnitude and phase angle to the connected line via series transformer. The converter 1 called STATCOM supplies or absorbed the real power demand by the converter 2 via dc link which then support the real power exchange between them. Conceptually the UPFC can automatically control all the system parameter that affect the power flow in a line, namely, voltage, impedance, and phase angle, hence, the name suggested “unified”. The UPFC provides complete control over power flow in the line. A circuit equivalent diagram of the UPFC is show in the fig.3.

IV. OVERVIEW OF DPFC
By introducing removal of the common DC link and distribution of the series converter into the UPFC, the DPFC is accomplished. Similar as the UPFC, the DPFC consists of shunt and series connected converters. The shunt converter is similar as an STATCOM while the series converter employs the DSSC concept, which is to use multiple single-phase converters as a replacement for one three-phase converter. Each converter within the DPFC is independent and delivers its DC capacitor to supply the required DC voltage. The form of the DPFC is shown in Fig.4.

Three-Phase System without UPFC
The 3-phase system with two areas of economic load dispatch is shown in fig 5. The Non linear load of 3-phase R-L load and also the industrial load is connected in this system. There is 3-phase fault is also created in the system. Due to the non linear load and 3-phase fault there is oscillation and waveform distortion occurs in that system which is shown in the simulation results.
Fig 5 Three-Phase system with Non linear load and 3-phase fault
The simulation results of the above three phase system are shown in the fig below of simulation results. There are voltage value and the active and reactive power also fluctuating and oscillations are produced in the three phase system.

Fig 6 Oscillation occurs in the Active and Reactive power values

Fig 7- Oscillation occurs in PLL output

Fig 8- Oscillation occurs in Output R.M.S value of Voltage Three Phase system with UPFC
The three phase system shows in the above fig 5 is now integrated with UPFC device. Now UPFC subsystem is includes VSC (Voltage source Converter) in series and shunt configuration. There is PLL controller with the individual phase controlling control strategy is provided in this Matlab simulation of below fig with their subsystem and control strategy:-

Fig 9- Three Phase system with UPFC device integration in the system

Fig 10- The UPFC device Subsystem
The VSC Converter in the UPFC subsystem for AC to DC and DC to AC conversion. The Triggering pulses given to this system for continuous and damping oscillation in this system are provided from the control strategy of PLL controller of each individual phase controlling subsystem. The PLL control strategy is shown in the fig below:

Now the individual phase control of this proposed control strategy is shown in the fig below. The control strategy and their configuration are shown in the fig 13.

The simulation results after the connection of UPFC in the proposed system oscillations are damping from the system. The damping simulation results are shown in the fig below:

Fig 11-VSC Converter Subsystem in UPFC device Configuration

Fig 12-PLL control Strategy in the Subsystem

Fig 13-Each and Individual three phase control strategy

Fig 14-Oscillation damping in Active and Reactive Power

Fig 5.11-Oscillation damping in the PLL output
The control strategy for series and shunt converter of DPFC has shown in the above fig. 17 and fig. 18 which is working with the PLL and PI controller with triggering pulses for constant voltage and current management in the 3-phase system.

Now the simulation results of DPFC for oscillation damping and mitigation of phase displacement is shown in the below sections.
CONCLUSION

This paper showcasing the application of UPFC and DPFC for damping power system oscillations. The two area power system was used to analyze the role of UPFC for damping the oscillations. The study shows that the DPFC is derived from the unified power flow controller (UPFC). The DPFC can be seen as a UPFC with an eliminated common DC link. It was observed that the results of three phase unbalanced condition system with non linear and D.C load have the distorted waveform of voltage and current and at other side the active and reactive power also unstable. The simulation of UPFC for oscillation damping is shows in Matlab Simulink software. The Matlab simulation of DPFC is also done in this project for voltage balancing and oscillation damping.
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